Sp1 binds to the adhesion-molecule-on-glia regulatory element that functions as a positive transcription regulatory element in astrocytes.
We analyzed cis-acting elements regulating the expression of the gene encoding adhesion molecule on glia (AMOG) in primary cultured astrocytes from newborn rat cerebrum and cerebellum. The relative promoter activities among the series of 5' sequential deletion mutants are similar to those observed in B103 (rat neuroblastoma cell line) cells. The previously identified AMRE (AMOG regulatory element) of the GAGGCGGGG sequence functions as a positive regulatory element, not only in B103 cells, but also in astrocytes. Binding factors to the element were identified as Sp1 based on the following observations using nuclear extracts from the astrocytes and B103 cells: (1) The interaction of the factors with AMRE analyzed by DNase I footprinting and methylation interference analyses was similar to that of Sp1; (2) The binding of the factors to AMRE competed with an oligonucleotide containing the authentic Sp1 consensus sequence; (3) Sp1-specific antibody interfered with the formation of the AMRE gel retardation complexes. The functional implications of the factors in AMOG gene regulation are discussed.